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Abstract
Neural networks has been successfully applied to solve machine translation problem, enhanced state-of-the-art translation
performance, and is showing great future
potential. This paper gives a brief introduction to the current achievements of
neural machine translation (NMT). We review the history of NMT by introducing
classic models in details. Then, we discuss
some recently published papers to analyze
the future possibility of NMT research.

1

Introduction

Deep neural network is now popular in various areas of data science. It revolutionized many tasks
in the field of natural language processing. A series of neural network models has been successfully applied to solve machine translation problem (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014;
Vaswani et al., 2017). These methods are pushing
the state-of-the-art performance of machine translation to a higher level compared to traditional
statistical or rule based machine translation systems(Sutskever et al., 2014), and still have a large
potential. They show that Neural Machine Translation(NMT) is a promising research area.
Neural machine translation is a type of statistical machine translation method. NMT problem
can be described as solving a maximum likelihood problem. The source sentence, which is the
input to the model, can be represented as a vector x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ), where xi is a vector
that represents a symbol in the source language.
This symbol is a word in source language vocabulary. The output of the model is another vector
y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n ) forming the output sentence,
where yi indicates a symbol in the target language.
Similarly, it has a corresponding word in target

language vocabulary. The goal of statistical machine translation model is to find the translated sequence y for a given input sequence x that maximizes the statistical likelihood, i.e. find
arg max P (y|x; θ)
y

where θ is the set of parameters in the model.
These parameters are to be learned by training
with large parallel language pairs between the
source and target languages.
Neural translation models are showing more advantages than translation accuracy. Most of these
models do not require linguistic knowledge to design and implement, because they have nothing
connected with syntactical or semantic features
of the languages. This property enables those
who know little about linguistics can also design
well-performed NMT algorithms, freeing computer scientists from learning linguistic knowledge. Besides, NMT models are similar to some
deep learning models for other tasks(Gehring et
al., 2017), therefore they can be easily transferred
from, or transferred to other deep learning based
tasks. These nice properties, along with its impressive performance, imply that NMT is a promising
method for machine translation. But also, NMT
models have some disadvantages. They require
large scale corpus to train, but is sometimes difficult to get such corpus. Furthermore, NMT models are almost uninterpretable, so the progress of
NMT research are mostly based on experiments
and empirical study.
In section 2 of this paper, we introduce some
classical NMT models that are important in the
short history of NMT. In section 3, we review
some state-of-the-art NMT models in recent proceedings, and discuss the research potentials behind them. Finally, we draw the conclusion in section 4.

2

Neural Models for Machine
Translation

This section reviews classical models for NMT.
Models in this section are considered to be significant contributions in the history of NMT. Some
of the models, for example, the LSTM, are not
initially targeted for machine translation task, but
they achieved success when applied at machine
translation tasks.
2.1

Recurrent Neural Network as Language
Model

The idea of Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) is
first introduced in (Bengio et al., 2003) as a language model. A language model describes the
probability distribution of a word x(t+1) after a
given word sequence. That is to find

is the softmax function to normalize the output.
The softmax function gives the probability distribution of each symbol in vocabulary. This function so important that we can see it in almost every
NMT model.
2.2

Training RNN

(Pascanu et al., 2013) described the approach to
train RNN, as well as analyzed the gradient vanishing and explosion problem. The typical training approach used for RNN is Back Propagation
Through Time (BPTT). In training RNN, the loss
J (i) (θ) is computed from the outputs ŷ i in each
recursive step, although we may not actually need
these intermediate outputs. The final loss is the average of the overall loss. The loss function at each
step usually uses cross-entropy. For each step i,
the loss is

P (x(t+1) | x(1) , ..., x(t) )
J

x(1) , ..., x(t)

where
is the given word sequence in
certain language.
The key idea in RNN language model is using
a hidden state h(t) for each vector in the input sequence. Suppose we are going to predict the next
word y (T ) after a word sequence x(1) , ..., x(T ) .
With this setup, the forward propagation process
of RNN takes these steps. First, each input word,
as an indicator vector in vocabulary, is mapped
into a space of lower dimension by a word embedding matrix, i.e.

(i)

(θ) = −

k
X

(i)

(i)

yj log ŷj

j=1

for y (i) ∈ Rk . Then we find their average for the
whole sequence
J(θ) =

T
1 X (i)
J (θ)
T
i=1

BPTT finds the gradient for each step by summing
up all the products before this step.
T

X ∂J (i)
∂J
=
∂θ
∂θ

e(t) = Ex(t)

i=1

(0)

Then, with a initial hidden state h , the hidden
state of each word is computed from the input vector for current word and the previous hidden vector.
h

(t)

= σ(W h h

(t−1)

(t)

+ W ee

+ b1 )

(1)

where σ(·) is an activation function, typically sigmoid function or tanh(·). Later we will discuss
some awesome alternatives to the function. The
final output of the model comes from the last hidden state
ŷ (T ) = sof tmax(U h(T ) + b2 )
where
exp(xi )
sof tmax(x)i = Pk
f or i = 1, ..., k
j=1 exp(xj )

i

∂J (i) X ∂J (k) ∂y (i) ∂h(i) ∂h(k)
=
∂θ
∂y (i) ∂h(i) ∂h(k) ∂θ
k=1

(i)

Here ∂h(k) is a product of i − k Jacobian Ma∂h
trices(Bengio et al., 1994), and can become very
small or large quickly, thus raises the vanishing or
exploding gradient problem.
2.3

Improving RNN

As discussed in previous section, the gradients in
RNN is not stable, can easily blow up or vanish. Several works aimed at solving the problem of the exploding or vanishing gradient in
RNN. (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) proposed Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) unit for
RNN. LSTM unit is an replacement for the activation function σ(·) in (1). A LSTM unit includes

several components with various proposes. For
each unit, there is an input gate it , an forget gate
f t , an output gate ot , and a temporary memory
cell c˜t . They are defined as
f t = σ (W f xt + U f ht−1 )
ot = σ (W o xt + U o ht−1 )
it = σ (W i xt + U i ht−1 )
c̃t = tanh (W c xt + U c ht−1 )
Then, the memory cell of LSTM ct and final hidden state for RNN ht of this unit is given by
ct = f t ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ c̃t
ht = ot ◦ tanh(ct )
where ◦ is the Hadamard product of vectors. The
power of LSTM unit comes from its capability
of selectively forgetting information from previous memory cell ct−1 and adopting the content
of temporary memory cell c̃t . f t and it indicate
which information are useful in the future, and
drop the irrelevant information. c̃t provides a nonlinear combination of the input and previous hidden state, thus it can be more flexible and adaptive
to learn.
Motivated by LSTM, (Cho et al., 2014) proposed Gated Recurrent Units (GRU), which provides another hidden unit alternative in RNN that
selectively forgets and remembers like LSTM.
However, GRU is less complicated to implement
and compute, compared with LSTM. The architecture of GRU includes a reset gate r t , an update
gate z t , and temporary hidden state h̃t . They are
defined by
r t = σ (W r xt + U r ht−1 )
z t = σ (W z xt + U z ht−1 )
h̃t = tanh(W xt + r t ◦ ht−1 )
and the final hidden state ht is computed by
ht = z t ◦ ht−1 + (1 − z t ) ◦ h̃t
The architecture of GRU resembles that of LSTM.
But a main difference is that the leverage between
using new information from h̃t and using previous information from ht−1 is actually controlled
by only one vector z t . This means each GRU
unit selects information between current temporary memory cell and previous hidden state to use
for future computation. In practice, both LSTM
and GRU satisfactorily improved RNN performance.

2.4

Encoder-Decoder and Sequence to
Sequence

Finally, after introducing all the preliminaries, we
reach the topic of neural machine translation models. Besides GRU, (Cho et al., 2014) also proposed Encoder-Decoder model, which is an important milestone in NMT. The Encoder-Decoder
model includes two RNNs. The first RNN encodes the source sentence into a fixed-length intermediate representation vector, and then the second
RNN decodes the presentation vector into variable
length sequence, which is the sentence in target
language. More specifically, we use the final hidden state h(T ) of the encoder RNN as the intermediate representation, or here we way, the summary c of the input sequence. Then, we use the decoder RNN to generate the output sentence. However, different from the traditional RNN described
above, each activation unit and output probability
generate function of decoder RNN take not only
the hidden state h(t−1) , but also the summary c as
the input. Therefore, each hidden state h(t) and
word prediction ŷ (t) is computed by


h(t) = σ h(t−1) , y (t−1) , c


y (t) = g h(t) , y (t−1) , c
where σ(·) is the activation function that can use
LSTM or GRU, and g(·) is the function to generate
final probability distribution of the symbol.
However, (Cho et al., 2014) did not use the
Encoder-Decoder model to translate sentences. Instead, they used this model to capture linguistic
regularities by scoring phrase pairs comes from
another phrase-based system, thus enhanced translation quality. After Encoder-Decoder, (Sutskever
et al., 2014) proposed sequence to sequence model
to generate translated sequence fully based on
RNN. This model is similar to Encoder-Decoder
that contains two RNNs and a fixed-length middle
variable. The difference is sequence to sequence
model adopted LSTM for hidden unit in RNNs.
They also introduced some tricks in training the
model. As (Sutskever et al., 2014) claimed, reversing the input sequence of training and testing
set can increase the performance of model output.
2.5

Attention Mechanism

(Bahdanau et al., 2014) introduced attention
mechanism in Encoder-Decoder model to enhance
its performance. They modified both the encoder

and decoder to add a context vector for indicating
which part of the input sequence should current
output symbol focus on.
For the encoder model, they used bidirectional
RNN (BiRNN). The encoder of BiRNN consists
of two RNNs that goes through the input sequence
by different order. For each input symbol xi , there
→
−
are two hidden states, hi from forward RNN and
←
−
hi from backward RNN in the encoder
of BiRNN.
h→
− i
−> ←
Then we get an annotation hi = hi , hi > for
this word. This annotation contains information
from both preceding and following words of current word, with its focus placed on current word
xi .
For the decoder model, there is a lot difference
in generating each symbol y i . First we use an
alignment model to compute attention scores at
each position for this symbol.

achieved better accuracy for generating target sequence. It also provides some interpretability to
the NMT model by aligning words from source
and target sequences. Visualizing the alignment
can give us a sight on which part of the two languages are connected. This alignments also help
us to debug the NMT model.
(Luong et al., 2015) further explored more probabilities of attention mechanism. They proposed
global and local approaches for computing attention. The global approach always looks at the
whole source sequence, while the local approach
only concentrate on certain range of the source
sequence at a time. They also compared various
alignment functions a to find which functions fit
which model better. Their experiments confirmed
that NMT models with attention involved are superior to models without attention mechanism.
2.6

eij = a(si−1 , hj )
where a is a alignment function to compute
attention.
Typically a can be dot attention
a(u, v) = u> v, while some other replacements
available.
In this case, ei =
 > are also

si−1 h1 , ..., s>
h
.
Note
that
hj is the hidden
N
i−1
state that we derived above for input word xj in
encoder RNN. And here we use si to indicate the
hidden state for current output word y i in the decoder RNN. Then we compute the attention distribution of current target target word y i
αi = sof tmax(ei )
here αij indicates the probability of a source word
xj aligns to target word y i . Next, we find the
weighted sum of input hidden states hi as context
vector ci
N
X
ci =
αij hj

Transformer

Although RNN successfully pushed the boundaries of machine translation a lot, it has an obvious defect that each hidden state are dependent to
the previous one. This step dependency between
hidden units makes RNN model difficult to parallelize, which means it is unfriendly to large scale
training and deployment. (Vaswani et al., 2017)
pointed out this drawback, and proposed transformer model that abandoned RNN and thus fully
based on attention mechanism. Similar to previous
models, transformer also adopted encoder-decoder
structure.
In the description of transformer model, the attention function takes a query Q and a set of keyvalue pairs K, V as input. All of Q, K, V and the
output of the function are vectors. Queries in Q
and keys in K are of dk dimensions, and values
in V are of dv dimensions. We start from defining
the scaled dot product as

j=1



And finally, in the decoder RNN we compute each
hidden state si and output word y i by using this
context vector
si = σ si−1 , y i−1 , ci

y i = g y i−1 , si , ci



The successful application of attention mechanism
in NMT improved its performance to a new level.
The attention mechanism enables the decoder to
focus on certain part of the input sequence, so that

Attention(Q, K, V ) = sof tmax

QK >
√
dk


V

Note that if we remove the scale factor √1d , it
k
becomes the dot-product we defined at 2.5. By
scaling, we can avoid the case that some large
value in the softmax function makes its result
peaked. Then, we define the multi-head attention by mapping Q, K, V into h different lower
dimensional spaces with learned linear projection WiQ , WiK , WiV , for i = 1, ..., h. Next, we
compute attention function in parallel for these

mapped queries, keys and values, concatenate
them, and map them back to original space.
headi = Attention(QWiQ , KWiK , V WiV )
M ultiHead(Q, K, V ) =
Concat(head1 , ..., headh )W O
here WiQ , WiK ∈ Rdmodel ×dk , WiV ∈ Rdmodel ×dv ,
and W O ∈ Rhdv × dmodel are learned linear mappings. Usually, there is a useful feed-forward network after the output of the multi-head attention
F F N (x) = ReLU (xW1 + b1 )W2 + b2
With all these setups, we can now describe the
transformer model. Both encoder and decoder are
composed from 6 identical layer. In each layer of
the encoder, first we compute a multi-head attention that the queries, keys and values are all from
the input of the layer, and we connect the feedforward network to its output. In each layer of
the decoder, first we compute the multi-head attention in the same way as encoder, taking the output
from previous layer as input. Then, we add another multi-head attention, which takes the output
of encoder as keys and values, and takes the output
of previous attention function as queries. Finally
there is also a feed-forward network connected after the last attention function, gives the output of
this layer.
As the paper stated, transformer model reduced
total computational complexity, but improved the
amount of computation that can be parallelized.
Transformer model is also better in learning longrange dependencies, since it provides shorter paths
to forward and backward dependency signals.

3

Future Directions of NMT

Based on the significant achievements discussed
in previous section, in this section we introduce
some state-of-the-art results of NMT, and analyze
the future research potentials behind them.
3.1

Fusion of Models

A recent work (Chen et al., 2018) compared these
classic models, and discovered the design space
of building hybrid models from them. They attempted to combine elements from different models at various levels. Consider the transformer
model, note that both encoder and decoder contains 6 layer of the same structure. For each

layer in encoder or decoder, we can assign different learning component, such as RNN or attention
unit. At the encoder level, we can assemble different kinds of layers, in different number and different way to arrange (for example, sequential or
parallel). At the model level, we can combine encoders and decoders from different models. Their
experiments show that hybrid models can achieve
better performance compared to baseline models.
(Domhan, 2018) also experimented various
ways to combine existed models. They showed
that self-attention mechanism in transformer
model is more important in the encoder than in
decoder, so replacing decoder with other model
such as RNN decoder does not cause much performance loss. This work and previous work show
that it is possible to search the space of combining
existed model components to design better model
architecture. In future, we can look for more ways
to arrange these components, and provide connection mechanism to them.
3.2

Syntax-Awareness

Most of the previously introduced NMT models
are completely based on statistical inference from
a linear sequential representation, while ignoring
linguistic features, such as syntax or semantics.
Sequential RNN can frequently generate translation with syntax error(Chen et al., 2017a), especially can violate long-term syntactic information and generate incorrect translation(Wu et al.,
2017). Thus, taking linguistic constraints into consideration is a reasonable way to improve NMT
model.
(Tai et al., 2015) tried to modify the linear chain
representation of LSTM units in RNN, proposed
tree-LSTM networks that organizes LSTM units in
a tree structure. They used tree-LSTM model constructed from parse tree of sentences to compare
the similarity between sentence pairs. Although
this work did not attempt machine translation task,
it showed the possibility of adding syntactic information to RNN structures.
(Eriguchi et al., 2016) extended the tree-LSTM
model to assist the encoder part of sequence to sequence model. Their model involves two intermediate variables. First they employs sequential
LSTM units for a sentence to generate a medium
vector, just like RNN in traditional sequence to
sequence model. Then, the hidden states in the
sequential LSTM are used as the leaf nodes in

the LSTM tree. The model constructs another
binary tree-structured LSTM units in accordance
to the bottom-up phrase structure grammar of the
sentence, and this gives another intermediate vector. The decoder component derived its initial
hidden state by combining the two medium vectors together. This model also adopted attention
mechanism, in both sequential hidden units and
tree-structured hidden units. Following this work,
(Chen et al., 2017a) proposed another encoderdecoder model that employs tree-structure in encoder part. This model adopts bi-directional GRU
unit to replace LSTM unit, and used phrase structure trees instead of head-drive phrase structure
grammar (HPSG) trees. (Li et al., 2017) summarized three different ways to incorporate source
syntax. They are parallel RNN encoder that uses
one RNN for word and another for syntactic structure, hierarchical RNN encoder that contain two
connected layers of RNNs with one for word
and another for structural label, mixed RNN encoder that stitches words and structural label together. Their experiments showed the mixed RNN
achieved best performance.
(Wu et al., 2017) proposed sequence to dependency model, of which the encoder is similar to
RNN, but the decoder jointly generates both target translation and its dependency parse tree, with
two differently trained RNNs, Words-RNN and
Action-RNN. In each decoding step, the model
first generates an action from the Action-RNN,
and only generate a target word if the generated
action is shift (i.e. the Action-RNN is traversing a
node in the dependency tree, not an edge).
These works show that involving grammar in
NMT can improve its accuracy and make the output more suitable to human language syntax. In
future, we can expect more ways to involve linguistic knowledge in NMT.

late pivot language to target language. However,
this idea may not work satisfactorily since there
are two stages of information loss. (Chen et al.,
2017b) proposed a method to train a source-totarget translation model based on assumption that
there are enough parallel corpus for source-topivot translation, and an existed model is available for pivot-to-target translation. Their method
is using the pivot-to-target model as a ”teacher”
to teach the source-to-target model with source-topivot sentence pairs. (Ren et al., 2018) proposed
a triangular architecture to solve the rare corpus
problem. Their method enriches the target lowresource language pair with another rich-resource
language pair using EM algorithm. All these two
methods solved rare corpus problem to some extent.

3.3

4

Insufficient Corpus

Just like most other deep learning models, NMT
models require large-scale parallel corpus to train.
However, sometimes the existed corpus may not
be sufficient for the model to converge. So here
raises the problem of, how to train NMT model
with less parallel sentence pairs.
An approachable way to tackle this problem is
using a third language as a pivot to train translation model. The most naive idea is to first translate source language to pivot language, then trans-

3.4

Robustness

Another common issue of deep learning models
are instability, and NMT suffers it as well. Usually the output of NMT is not stable enough, even
small perturbation or grammar error can impact
the translation result greatly. (Cheng et al., 2018)
tried to use adversarial network to improve the robustness of NMT. Adversarial model has previously been successfully applied in computer vision to synthesize images. In this paper, they
trained their model using original sentence and
a small noisily perturbed sentence together. The
intermediate representations of original sentence
and the perturbed counterpart from encoder are
then both sent into a discriminator, to ensure the
difference between these two intermediate presentations are similar. Their model succeeded to improve both translation performance and stability.
In future, we hope to see models that can both improve NMT performance and robustness, make it
more reliable for industry level deployment.

Conclusion

Many deep neural network models in various types
have successfully pushed the boundary of machine
translation performance. We witnessed several
neural machine translation models that refreshed
the state-of-the-art performance of machine translation, including Recurrent Neural Network, attention mechanism and Transformer model. In the
future, better performance can might be achieved
by integrating existed models, or adding linguistic
information to the model. In spite of translation

performance, we also need to concern about the
stability of NMT models, and the case of corpus
shortage.
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